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IKE many of our readers, I am often fascinated by

the articles James Willoughby contributes to the

Klarion and utterly in awe of his abilities in

statistical analysis. This month James shares with us his

thoughts on riding tactics, and, as you would expect, his

piece relies not on personal opinion but on a scientific

approach to the issue. 

His explanation of how the motivation of jockeys’

behaviour relates to Game Theory is fascinating, but, for

me, the most interesting aspect of the article is the quote he

uses from the great Federico Tesio’s book on Breeding The

Racehorse. “A jockey who is riding a horse capable of

running a mile in 1:39,” writes Tesio, “should not hold him

back so that he would run it in 1:43, for this might enable

an inferior horse to pass him and win in 1:42.”

The ability to judge pace is a huge asset in any jockey.

Steve Cauthen was widely regarded as a master of the art,

but closer to home we have our own skilled practitioner in

Joe Fanning. 

By his own standards, Joe has had a quiet month on the

yard’s horses, but nonetheless he was paid a massive

compliment when the former Channel 4 pundit Jim

McGrath tweeted: “Three more winners for Joe Fanning.

Tactically superb,  splendidly consistent. Phlegmatic.

Jocked on, jocked off – he just keeps on trucking.”

I also liked James Willoughby’s idea of ‘buying’ lengths,

and when lengths are acquired most cheaply. I’m looking

forward to taking a closer look at race replays in future!

Off the bridle
by JOHN SCANLON
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THOROUGHLY enjoyed Steve Dennis’s column in

the Racing Post on May 25. In a piece entitled “Isn’t it

time to take a step back from our Frankel fascination?”,

Steve examined the debate arising from recent

correspondence in the Post about what some perceive as an

ongoing fascination with the unbeaten champion who lit up

the racing scene in 2010, 2011 and 2012, and in particular

with his offspring.

Very fairly, Steve acknowledges both the achievements of

the great horse himself and of his progeny to date. 

“Frankel was rated by several sources as the best horse

anyone had ever seen” he states, and, as regards his

youngsters, he concedes that “his first crop showed

considerable promise at two.” He’s concerned, though, that

should Cracksman or Eminent win the Derby then “we can

expect the adulation to reach levels hitherto reserved for The

Beatles at Shea Stadium.”

On the other hand, he argues that the Frankel obsession

flies in the face of racing’s natural urge to look forward –

from the Guineas to the Derby, from the Derby to the Eclipse,

etc. “If we turn the Flat season into an exercise in Frankel

fascination, aren’t we in danger of missing something?” he

argues.

My own view is that it is time to take a step back. The

bloodstock industry will take its own view; if Frankel’s

progeny win Group 1 races, he will continue to be the dish of

the day. But that will take care of itself. If the results justify

the hype, breeders will pay the stallion fees, and buyers will

bid in large numbers at auction. The media hype, the almost

creepily named ‘Frankel Watch’ for example, is entirely

unnecessary, and, arguably, misplaced.

Does television advertise the 2017 FA Cup Final by

harking back to the 2012 winners? Or when the BBC get

round to assembling their promotional montage for

Wimbledon will they concentrate mostly on just one player,

even if Andy Murray’s nationality would somewhat justify

them in doing so?

What Steve Dennis doesn’t say in his article is that the

Frankel obsession is not a natural, instinctive one. Anyone

who has read through the BHA’s Strategy for Growth, as I’m

sure Steve has, will be aware that there is a stated

determination to capitalise on the Frankel effect in a bid to

raise racing’s profile. The failure to capitalise on the

remarkable achievements of Sea The Stars is seen as a missed

opportunity by racing’s marketing arm, and a determination is

expressed not to make the same mistake with Frankel.

When someone as astute as Steve Dennis refers to the

veneration of the potential of Frankel’s offspring as

‘something a little sinister, a little cult-like’, it’s surely time to

question the obsession.
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ALKING of the Strategy for Growth, the need to

increase racehorse ownership and the aim to have

1,000 additional racehorses in training by 2020 has

had considerable publicity this month, not least in Tom Kerr’s

excellent piece on “How To Save Racehorse Ownership” in

RP Sunday on May 21. Dealing with the thorny issue of

prize-money, Kerr refers to proposals to boost prize-money at

the lower levels and to extend prize-money down to eighth-

place. I follow the argument that this might encourage

owners to run, improve field sizes and perhaps increase the

levy yield as a result. But I do hope these proposals are not

set in stone; surely simply helping those at the bottom does

nothing to incentivise owners to set their sights a little higher,

or to improve the quality of our racing overall.
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